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GENUS MATTE BOX KITS
 

 GMC - Matte Box Clip-On    GMCB - Matte Box with Bars
 

 � Matte box with 105mm attachment  � Matte box with 105mm attachment
 � 4”x4” rotating filter tray - blue   � 4“x4” rotating filter tray - blue
 � 4”x4” fixed filter tray - black   � 4”x4” fixed filter tray - black
 � Rayshade      � Rayshade
 � One GAR step-down adaptor ring **  � One GAR step-down adaptor ring **
 � Adaptor unit to support 15mm and 12mm bars  � Adaptor unit to support 15mm and 12mm bars
       � One pair of 15mm 3/5” diameter bars
       � Camera support for tripod and bars
       � Allen key

ADDITIONAL AND OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
 

 GMBS - Bar System     French Flag
 

 � One pair of 15mm 3/5” diameter bars  � Clip-On full flag or half flag
 � Camera support for tripod and bars
 � Allen key

 Adaptor Rings
 

 GAR52 - 52mm Lens adaptor ring   GAR82 - 82mm Lens adaptor ring
 GAR58 - 58mm Lens adaptor ring   GAR85 - 85mm Lens adaptor ring
 GAR62 - 62mm Lens adaptor ring   GAR90 - 90mm Lens adaptor ring
 GAR65 - 65mm Lens adaptor ring   GAR93 - 93mm Lens adaptor ring
 GAR72 - 72mm Lens adaptor ring   GAR95 - 95mm Lens adaptor ring
 GAR77 - 77mm Lens adaptor ring   GAR97 - 97mm Lens adaptor ring
 GAR80 - 80mm Lens adaptor ring   GARD - “Do-nut” Lens adaptor ring

**Please refer to our website www.genustech.tv for the correct adaptor ring sizes required for your camera. 



Principally designed for use with professional DV cameras, 
the Genus matte box has all the features necessary to cover 
cameras available from most major manufacturers.

Incorporating high grade aluminium, stainless steel and 
acetyl in its manufacture, the Genus matte box will provide 
the user with light control and filter holding capacity for all 
DV cameras.

FILTER TRAYS
 

Two 4”x4” filter trays, colour 
coded black and metallic 
blue. Grooved slots and a 
spring-set catch ensure your 
filters are fixed securely

CLIP-ON FRENCH FLAG
(optional accessory)
 

Handy slide and clip-on 
French flag can be clamped 
to the top rim of the ray 
shade to provide extra light 
control

RAY SHADE
 

Finished with a special optical 
flat coating to give you the 
best light control capabilities

SUPPORT BRACKET
 

Clips on to the tripod.  Secures 
your camera and enables the 
matte box to slide on to the 
support bars.  A  range of brackets 
are available to suit all makes of 
cameras

FILTER HOLDERS
 

Two lockable lightweight filter 
holders.  One fixed and one 
fully rotatable 360°.  The 
tension on the rotatable 
holder can also be easily 
adjusted

CLAMP RING
Professional clamp ring to 
cater for lenses and wide 
angle adaptors up to 105mm 
diameter  

SUPPORT BARS ADAPTOR
 

Attached to your matte box, it fits 
15mm 3/5” diameter support 
bars as well as 12mm diameter 
bars

SUPPORT BARS
 

15mm 3/5” diameter bars  to support 
the matte box independently

ADAPTOR RINGS
 

A selection of screw-in adap-
tor rings to fit 58mm to 
95mm lenses.  One adaptor 
ring will be included in the 
matte box system

DO-NUT RINGS
 

Do-nut rings ensure a snug fit 
between the lens adaptor ring 
and the clamp ring.  One 
do-nut ring will be included in 
the matte box system

V-mount support bracket.  
Canon, JVC and Panasonic 
compatible mounts also 
available




